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(2x) Ultra flat hanging hook for Astera Helios, Titan and Hyperion. Aluminium Silver 
Anodized with (1x) M5X6 hex screws, (1x) hex key SW4. Wgt: gr. 8, oz. 0,3.

SAFETY: The Exo Skeleton system has been designed to expand the creative potential with Astera 
Helios, Titan and Hyperion LED tubes for professional users in the world of entertainment, television 
and cinematography. Astera LEDs were not originally designed for heavy use with complex modularity 
and it is recommended to carefully evaluate safety in the construction of complex and sophisticated 
solutions that require professional support and anchoring systems.

WARNING: Before using the Exo Skeleton system with the Astera LED tubes, 
make sure that the two screws are well tightened with a Phillips screwdriver. 

This is important for effective and safe use, avoiding wear of the parts in contact.
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The Exo Hold has an ultra flat design to create 
a stylish hanging hook for the Astera LED tubes. 

Can be used in combination with most of the Exo Skeleton 
building modules with all the line of Astera Tubes.
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Helios, Titan and Hyperion LED tubes for professional users in the world of entertainment, television 
and cinematography. Astera LEDs were not originally designed for heavy use with complex modularity 
and it is recommended to carefully evaluate safety in the construction of complex and sophisticated 
solutions that require professional support and anchoring systems.

WARNING: Before using the Exo Skeleton system with the Astera LED tubes, 
make sure that the two screws are well tightened with a Phillips screwdriver. 
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The Astera LED tubes can also be mounted in pairs 
(top/bottom for each side) to build 

double linear grids for special effects. 


